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Let X = [0, CD) the space of nonnegative real numbers, let /3X denote the Stone-tech compac- 
tification of X, and let X* =/3X -X. Then for any index set J no arbitrary topological product 
n,,, X* contains a nondegenerate hereditarily indecomposable continuum. 
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The author has shown [S] that if X = [0, co) then pX does not contain a nondegen- 
erate hereditarily indecomposable continuum. This paper presents an extension of 
that result; we show that if X = [0, ~0) and X* = /3X -X then an arbitrary product 
of X” does not contain a nondegenerate hereditarily indecomposable continuum. 
Bellamy [l] has shown that every nondegenerate subcontinuum of X*, and hence 
every nondegenerate subcontinuum of Hi,., X*, maps onto every metric continuum. 
Therefore, every nondegenerate subcontinuum of ]IlcJ X* contains a nondegenerate 
indecomposable continuum. 
In the metric case Bing [2] has shown that every two-dimensional continuum 
contains a nondegenerate hereditarily indecomposable continuum. Thus for each 
nondegenerate metric continuum X the product X xX contains a nondegenerate 
hereditarily indecomposable continuum. An example has also been given [6] of a 
Hausdorff arc each finite product of which does not contain a nondegenerate 
hereditarily indecomposable continuum. 
First let us introduce some notations. If X is a space then /?X denotes the 
Stone-Tech compactification of X. The points of PX are identified with the collection 
of ultrafilters of zero sets of X (or closed sets if X is metric). The reader may wish 
to consult [9] for background theorems. If U is open in X then the set of all 
ultrafilters which contain an element lying in U is an element of the basis for the 
topology of PX. If X is a space and H = X then Cl,(H) and Bdx( H) represent 
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the closure of Ii in X and the boundary of H in X respectively. The subscript may 
be omitted if the base space is clear from the context. If J is an index set ajsJ X 
denotes the topological product of IJI copies of the space X. 
The following theorem is due to Cook [3] who proved it in the metric case, but 
the theorem is aiso valid for nonmetric continua. Since the proof is short we will 
include it for completeness. 
Definition. If X and Y are topological spaces and f: X + Y is a function then .f is 
said to be confluent provided that if C is a continuum in Y then every component 
off-‘(C) is mapped onto C by f: 
Theorem C [3]. Suppose X and Y are continua, f: X + Y is a mapping of X onto Y, 
and Y is hereditarily indecomposable. Then f is confluent. 
Proof. Suppose that X and Y are continua, f: X -+ Y is a mapping of X onto Y, 
Y is hereditarily indecomposable and f is not confluent. Then there is a subcon- 
tinuum C of Y and a component I off’(C) which is not mapped onto C by J: 
Let PE C-f(I). Let U and V be disjoint open sets so that f(l) c U and PE K 
Then f-‘(U) and f’(V) are disjoint open sets and Icf’( U). Let L. be the 
component of X -f’( V) that contains I, then L intersects Bdx cf-‘( V)) at some 
point Q and Q@ I because ,r’( U) and f-‘(V) are disjoint. Therefore L contains 
a point z not in f-‘( C), for otherwise I would not be a component off-‘(C). Thus 
f(z)~C.Alsof(L)nV=0sinceL~X-f~‘(V),soP~f(L).Butf(L)nCf0,f~L) 
and C are continua, P E C -.f( L), andf( z) l f( L) - C. This contradicts the hereditary 
indecomposability of I. So the theorem is established. Cl 
Lemma. Suppose X = [0, CO), M is a pseudo-arc in the plane and A is a piecewise 
linear ray disjoint from M that limits down to M, H is a nondegenerate subcontinuum 
of X*, P E H and Q E X” - H. Suppose that U, R, and S are open sets in PX so that 
H c U, P E R, Q E S, Cl@,R c U, ClpsU n ClpsS = 0. Suppose further that p E M, 
q E M, D, and D4 are closed circular discs in the plane with p and q in their respective 
interiors so that no vertex of A intersects Bd(D,, u D,), and D,, n Dq = 0. Then there 
exists a mapping h: X*+ M so that: 
(1) h(P) c D,,, 
(2) h(SnX*)c D,, 
(3) h-‘(D,n M)c R, and 
(4) h(~nX*)nh(SnX~)=0. 
Proof. Suppose that X, H, P, etc. are as in the hypothesis. We will construct a 
mapping h : X + A so that the extension to pX when restricted to X* will have the 
desired properties. Let Y denote Mu A. Since A is piecewise linear, no vertex of 
A intersects Bd(D,, u D4) and D, and Dq are discs then no component of An 
(Dp u D,) is degenerate and these components can be listed in order along A. Let 
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B,, BZ, . . . be the components of An D,, listed in order along the ray A. Let 
C,, C,, . _ . be the components of An D, listed in order along A. Since Cl,,Un 
Cl,,S = (d, there exist countable sequences { V,}y=:=, and {S,};“_, of open intervals in 
X so that 
Cl,(X n U) C fi Vi/i, Cl,(X n S) c fi Si, 
i=, r2l 
Clx ii V nCl,(G S,)=0, 
( > I=1 ,=I 
and V, < S, < V, < S, <. . . along X. Let { V,,,}Fz, denote the subsequence of { V!}:, 
each element of which contains a component of R n X. Without loss of generality 
we can assume Vnl = V,, and B, < C, along A. 
Let {II,}:‘=, u {C,}T=, be listed in order along A: B,, Bz, . . . , B,, , 
C,, G, . . . . G,, B,,+,, BOlt2,. . . , B,,, G,+,, G,+,,.. ., G,.. . . Thus {a,>Z”=, and 
{b,};‘=, are increasing sequences of-integers so that every element of {B,}~~i;,+, 
follows C,,, and precedes Ch,+, along A and every element of {C,}h,,=b,_,+, follows 
B,, and precedes B,,,, along A. Let L,, and L, be elements of the ultrafilters P and 
Q respectively so that Lp c R n X and L, c S n X. Thus Lp c Uz, V,, and L, c 
uz’=, &. 
We wish to introduce some notation. Let M, and M, be two closed intervals in 
X. Then let [M, , MJ denote the set {x 1 y < x < z for all y E M, and z E M2} u M, u M2 
and let (M, , M2) denote the set {x 1 y < x < z for all y E M, and z E M,}. Note that 
with this notation [M, , MJ is a closed interval and (M, , M2) is an open interval 
in X. The sets [M, , M,] and (MI, A4J are similarly defined for open intervals M, 
and M2 in X, but in this case [M,, M,] is open and (M,, M2) is closed in X. We 
use the same notation if M, and M2 are intervals in A. 
We will construct h: X + A inductively. Suppose that h has been defined for all 
points of V,, u (V,,, , V,,) so that: 
(1) 17(S,)cU~~7~ C, for n<nk, 
(2) II(V,)nU~,C,=aforn<n,, 
(3) K’(ljP~rl B,)cRn(V,,u(V,,, If,,,)), and 
(4) h(L,n(V,,~(Vti~, VJ))kk? B,. 
Now we will construct h for [ V,,l, V,, , ,]. Notice by construction that 
(B,,+, , BUf+,)nD,=p) and (C,,+,,C,,+,)nD,,=fl forall iEZ+ 
Map V,, into (G-,, G_,+, ) so that each B, for ak-, + 1 d is a, is the image of a 
subset of RnXn &,[B_,+,, B,,] is intheimageof V,,, andif L,n V,,,f@then 
h(-&n vn,)~U2a~_,+l B,. Map (V,,, V,,+,) onto (&, B,,+,) so that h(S,,)c 
Ufihr_l+l c,. 
Map V,,+, into (G,, B,,+,), 
S nk+l into G,, . . . , V,,,+, into (G,, B,,+,), 
S nk+l into C,,, . . , Snl+,_, into C,,. 
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Map K,+, into (G,, G,+,) so that each B, for ak + 1 G is ak+, is the image of a 
subset of R n X n V,,+, , [B,,,, , B,,+#] lies in the image of V,,+, , and if Lp n V,,l+l # (d 
then L, n If,,,+, is mapped into U~~;~+, Bi. Furthermore require that: Cl,(h( V,)) n 
Cl,,( h (S,)) = 0, CIA( h ( Vi)) n C’ = 0, and B, n CIA( h ( f$)) = 0 for all positive integers 
i and j. Then extend the map linearly over [V,,,, Vn,+,]-U:~,: Siu V,. It is not 
difficult to verify that h as defined above on [V,,, , V,,+,] satisfies conditions (l)-(4) 
with k replaced by k-t 1. 
Therefore by induction there exists a mapping h: X + A so that 




12: h(g “)n(g G)=0, 
14: h(L,)c fi Bi. 
,=, 
Thus h extends to a mapping 6: pX + Y so that (1 x* : X” + M and from the above 
conditions we have: 
Jl: h^(SnX*)cCl, 
52: h”(UnX*)c Y-D,, 
53: fi-‘(D,,)c R, and 
Conditions Jl, 52, and 54 follow easily from conditions 11, 12, and 14 respectively. 
Suppose that condition 53 is not satisfied. Then there exists a point z E PX - R so 
that 6(z) E D,,. By condition 13, z & X. So z E Xx and then there is a closed set L in 
zsothatLn(RnX)=@Butthenh(L)n(U~, Bi)=Osoh(L)n(CIY(U;“=, B,))= 
0 and hence L(z) E D,, which is a contradiction. Let g = i$,+. By condition 54, 
g(P) E D,,. By condition Jl, g(SnX*)c D,. By condition 53, g-‘(D, n M) c R. 
And g( U n X*) n g(S n X*) =0 follows from conditions 52 and Jl. Then g is the 
required mapping and the lemma is established. q 
Note that in the proof of the lemma it is not necessary for M to be a pseudo-arc, 
any hereditarily indecomposable continuum with a ray like A limiting to it would 
have sufficed. 
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Theorem. Suppose X = [0, CO) and J is an index set. Then nit, X* does not contain 
a nondegenerate hereditarily indecomposable continuum. 
Proof. Let Y=fl,,, X*. Define r,, : Y + X* to be the projection of Y onto the nth 
coordinate, so rrn({~,}itJ) =x,. Suppose that Z is a nondegenerate subcontinuum 
of Y. Then for some n E J, v,(Z) is nondegenerate. By Theorem 3 of [7], rTT,(Z) 
contains a decomposable subcontinuum L. Let H and K be proper subcontinua of 
LsothatL=HuK.LetPEH-KandQEK-H.Let Ubeanopensetsothat 
H c U and Q & CI,,lJ; and let V be an open set so that K c V and P & Cl,,V. Let 
R and S be open sets containing P and Q respectively so that Cl,,U n CI,,S = 0, 
Cl,,V n Cl,,R = 0, Clp,R c U, and Cl&’ = V. 
Let A4 be the pseudo-arc in the plane, let p and q be two points of M, let Dp 
and D, be disjoint closed circular discs in the plane containing p and q respectively 
and let A be a piecewise linear ray disjoint from A4 that limits down to M as in 
the hypothesis of the lemma. By the lemma there exists a mapping h: X* + M so that: 
il: h(P)E Dp, 
i2: h(S) c D,, 
i3: h-‘(Dp n M) c R, and 
i4: h(U) n h(S) =0. 
Furthermore there exists a mapping g: X*+ M so that: 
jl: g(Q) E D,, 
.i2: g(R) c D,, 
j3: g-‘(D,nM)cS, and 
j4: g(V)ng(R)=@ 
Let W = H n K and let z E Z be a point so that z, = r,,z E W. Now since M is 
hereditarily indecomposable by Theorem C, h lT,2 ,) 0 v” / , : Z + h ( TT,, (I)) is confluent. 
For brevity let h^ = h 1 rr,,(,I,&=~,,),,and h?l=ho7;(1). Then $o&:Z-+A? is con- 
fluent. Let C, be the component of (60 &)-‘(h( H)) that contains z. 
Claim I. i?(C,)n R #0. 
Proof. Byi3fi-‘(D,nM)cR,~o7;(CH)=h(H)andh(H)nD,f0becausePEH 
and h(P) E Dp. So there is an XE C, such that fro G(x) E 0,. But h-‘(D,) c R so 
7;(x)~R. 0 
Claim II. &( C,) n S = 0. 
Proof. Suppose XE &(CH) n S. Then h(x) E fro 7;(C,) and h(x) E h(S). But 
ko &(C,) = h(H), h(x) E h(S), and h(H) n D, = 0 and h(S) c 0,. This is a contra- 
diction. Cl 
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Similarly go&:I+A? is confluent, where g=g/+,, and fi=go&(Z). Let CK 
be the component of (g 0 7;))‘g(K) that contains z. 
The following claims have proofs similar to the proofs for claims I and Il. 
Claim I’. 7;( C,) n S # 63. 
Claim II’. 6( CK ) n R = 0. 
Then let xH E CH be such that &(xH) E R and let xK E CK be such that 7;(xK) E S. 
By claim ii’, xH cs? C, and by claim i’, xK $ CH. But z E C, n CK. So CK u CH c 1 is 
a decomposable subcontinuum of I. This proves that every nondegenerate subcon- 
tinuum of Y contains a decomposable continuum. 
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